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PMO as a Service

1. Common Language, Culture & Mindset

2. Strategic Planning and Governance

3. Best Practice and Process

4. Resource Management 

5. Project Coaching and Training

6. Artifact, Template & Archive Maintenance

Project Management

1. Scope Definition and Monitoring

2. Schedule Planning and Maintenance

3. Finance Management and Control

4. Risk Appreciation and Mitigation

5. Quality Reviews and Assurance

6. Resource Experience and Delivery

Programme Management 

1. Governance and Support

2. Stakeholder Management

3. Benefits Management

4. Infrastructure Management

5. Project Coordination

6. Alignment to Vision, Goals & Objectives

Portfolio Management

1. Continuous Relevance Reviews

2. Effective and Efficient Delivery

3. Benefits Realisation

4. Strategic Planning

5. Change Management

6. Project and Programme Management

Programme Project Management: Background



Project Management is concerned with the Delivery of a Product or Service having defined the Scope, Cost and
Schedule whilst remaining responsible for the Quality and Risks.

At APS we have fully qualified, experienced and knowledgeable resource available to support your every project
need. We are fully flexible; we can join an in flight project at any stage of the cycle where we begin by
completing a 26 point health check on existing plans or we can establish a new project for your organisation
simply from an idea.
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Project Management: What APS Offers

Project Management: How do we do it?

• We’ll outline the Scope of your project using traditional
Waterfall methodologies or following Agile protocols to
produce User Stories.

• We’ll Schedule activities through the life of the project
specifying the quality of deliverables, estimating resource
requirements and defining timescales.

• We’ll manage Finance’s through daily, Weekly, Monthly
trackers all referring back to the original business case in
order to justify the investment.

• We’ll manage Risk’s, issues and changes to the project
whilst maintaining communication with stakeholders and
the project team in the event of any exposures.

• We’ll manage Quality through regular check in’s with the
project team to ensure that the end deliverable matches
the agreed requirements.

• We’ll provide strong and confident leadership
throughout the project, continuously motivating the
project team Resource’s to ensure project delivery is on
time, to budget and of the desired quality.

Scope

Schedule

Finance

Risk

Quality

Resource



Governance

Stakeholder 
Management

Benefits 
Management

Infrastructure 
Management

Project 
Coordination

Alignment to 
Vision/Goals
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Programme Management: What APS Offers

Programme Management is concerned with the coordinated management of multiple projects and change
management activities to ensure their outputs are used to deliver beneficial change in accordance with the
strategic vision of the organisation.

At APS our resource will take your organisation’s vision, goals and objectives and overlay these onto a
programme of work in order to identify project interdependencies and best practices to deliver on defined
business cases. In addition we offer a Programme Audit which identifies key issues within inflight projects and
provide plans/next steps to get delivery back on track.

Programme Management: How do we do it?

• We’ll define a Governance structure utilising; process
models based around a programme lifecycle, templates
for documentation and guidelines for adapting the
methodology to different situations.

• We’ll improve Stakeholder Management through the
introduction of clearly defined communication channels
ensuring relationships are developed and maintained.

• We’ll provide Benefits Management by implementing a
consistent approach to defining, quantifying, measuring
and monitoring.

• We’ll support Infrastructure Management by utilising our
industry experience to remove unnecessary processes
and introduce tried and tested methodologies to
expedite delivery through efficiency.

• We’ll support Project Coordination through managing
interdependencies across all inflight projects and
between projects and business as usual activities.

• We’ll ensure Alignment to Vision and Goals by
continuously reviewing the requirements of the business
case redefining where required.
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PMO as a Service: What APS Offers

The Programme Management Office is concerned with the maintenance and support of all organisational
projects and offers tools and resources such as; project assistance, standards and guidelines to all project
managers.

At APS our resources have developed an industry leading portfolio of tool kits that can be implemented swiftly or
amended to suit your organisational needs on or off premises. These tool kits; embed business best practices,
coach and train internal resources, produce detailed Management Information reports and implement/maintain
project artifacts and archives.

Common Language, Culture and Mindset

Strategic Planning and Governance

Best Practice and Process

Resource Management

Project Coaching and Training

Artifact, Templates and Archive Maintenance

PMO as a Service: How do we do it?

• We’ll define a Common Language, Culture and Mindset
in the change department to ensure PM standards and
quality are consistent across the organisation.

• We’ll establish a central repository for all details
pertaining to Strategic Planning & Governance and assist
with providing a holistic input into Portfolio Management
conversations.

• We’ll embed industry Best Practice and Process to ensure
that projects are delivered consistently increasing
confidence in the departments ability to deliver.

• We’ll track resource requests and project progress
centrally to provide effective Resource Management to
all projects ensuring successful delivery to plan.

• We’ll provide Project Coaching and Training to all job
levels within the change department to strengthen in
house knowledge, expertise and experience.

• We’ll bring a wealth of Artifacts, Templates and Archive
Maintenance ideas which you can implement into BAU
or tailor to fit your own business requirements.



Continuous Relevance Reviews

Effective and Efficient Delivery

Benefits Realisation

Strategic Planning

Change Management

Project & Programme Management
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Portfolio Management: What APS Offers

Portfolio Management is concerned with the selection, prioritisation and control of an organisation’s projects and
programme's in line with its strategic objectives and capacity to deliver. The goal is to balance change initiatives
and business-as-usual while optimising return on investment.

At APS our resource understands the importance of the integration of strategic planning, change management
and project & programme management in order to deliver change effectively and efficiently to realise the
benefits from the organisation’s investment.

Portfolio Management: How do we do it?

• We’ll conduct Continuous Relevance Reviews on all
projects across all programme’s to ensure they remain
relevant and viable to the organisation’s strategic
objectives.

• We’ll monitor Effective and Efficient Delivery via
assessments of progress through a series of stage gates at
critical points within the projects lifecycle.

• We’ll ensure Benefits Realisation through consistent
portfolio wide approaches to benefits management and
regular portfolio reporting.

• We’ll support Strategic Planning by segmenting the
portfolio into categories and identifying how the
investment could be tailored accordingly.

• We’ll support Change Management by prioritising the
portfolio based on assessments of risk and return in
accordance with the organisation’s vision and goals.

• We’ll provide coaching and support to ensure Project
and Programme Management is delivered to the highest
possible standards and grow the knowledge and
experience within your organisation.



• Gain a detailed understanding of project scopes to ensure effective Project Management.

• Understand the breadth of inflight projects and review their alignment to company vision.

• Identification of inefficiencies and a substantial tool kit to remedy all situations.

• Identification of poorly performing and overlapping projects as a way to reduce costs.
Discovery

• Proven delivery experience of multiple change and regulatory projects on time and to budget.

• Introduce business best practices to expedite delivery through efficiencies.

• Share knowledge of common pitfalls and industry best practices to ensure consistent delivery.

• Become more efficient and do more with less by optimising allocation of available resource.
Experience

• Complete governance oversight through Working Groups to Steering Committees.

• Introduce clearly defined communication channels developing stakeholder relationships.

• Implementation of reporting standards using artifacts and templates to improve quality.

• Support in maintaining a balanced and strategically aligned portfolio in changing conditions. 
Governance

• Delivery of Product or Service to Scope, Quality and business case requirements.

• Benefits Realisation through consistent definition, quantification, measurement and monitoring.

• A structured and functional Programme Management Office on hand to support delivery.

• Clearly articulated strategy supported by a governance structure understood by stakeholders.

• Tailored reporting containing only relevant and prudent Management Information.

Outputs
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aps commits to providing the following:

Testing Services: How do you Benefit?
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A S S U R A N C E  
P R O G R A M M E  

S O L U T I O N S

Change & Transformation 

Specialists for 

Financial Services 

UNITED KINGDOM:
ASSURANCE PROGRAMME SOLUTIONS

CONTACT US:

APS OFFICE NUMBER: +44 2380 302490 OR

EMAIL: CONTACTUS@APSOLUTIONSUK.COM

WWW.APSOLUTIONSUK.COM

6 LLOYDS AVENUE, LONDON EC3N 3AX

APS are Change & Transformation Specialists in the 
Financial Services industry.

Our mission is to break the compromises that 
organisations face when using Consultancies, by 

being a trusted partner to deliver system integration 
in the rapidly changing landscape of innovation, 
moving to the cloud, digital delivery and platform 

delivery across Financial Services.

Since our creation, our passion for delivering 
business success for our clients has driven our vision, 

our company and every member of our APS 
Consulting team, priding ourselves on delivering 
projects on time, budget and to the institutional 

quality expected.

A B O U T  U S A P S

S E R V I C E

O F F E R I N G

Consultancy

Resourcing

Managed Services

Professional Services

A P S

C O M P A N Y  
V I D E O

https://youtu.be/lRW8SOf4UjY

http://www.apsolutionsuk.com/
https://youtu.be/lRW8SOf4UjY

